pages the author takes us with alarming speed over the ages between Larech and George William Curtis, dwelling briefly on each name that ought to be signalized in such a survey of the world's eloquence. That Curtis should be included in the list of great is due to a certain change of perspective which sets in as the historian's gaze travels over the centuries. The nearer to our own time the orator stands the more careful is the attention given him, a plan which for the purposes of American youth is not without its merits. No student, northern or southern, can fail to find Dr. Sears' story of American oratory as fascinating as it is clear and concise.
But in the earlier part of the book the history of oratory seems to mean a very general summarizing of the characteristics of each orator and the principles of his composition. The stirring events which tested these principles are little regarded. "There is something in these commonplaces that reminds one of Bacon's Essays." It would have been apter to refer to Bacon's own commonplaces, the Antitheta that he wrote in imitation of Aristotle.
Professor Sears does not seem to recognize that Book II., which he dismisses with a line as being "about principles of belief, as related to the speaker and the hearer," is really a sweeping qualification of the doctrine of Book I. That doctrine is that persuasion should be logical. But a large part of Book II. is a concession to the claims of the emotional proofs.
In this elaborate if popular psychology of the emotions Aristotle recognizes more fully and more subtly than any of his successors the efficacy of the appeal to the sensibilities.
It is therefore hardly exact to speak of "his neglect of whatever affects the sympathies or the aversions of an audience;" and it is tardy justice to add at the end of the chapter a half dozen lines calling attention to the chapters on anger, etc., "for the part which emotions occupy in the art of persuasion."
Nor is it exact to say that Aristotle "takes occasion to rank the art of expression side by side with the faculty of thought, logic;" for this assertion does not take into account that this "offshoot of logic," as he called it, was to Aristotle a somewhat contemptible science, trading in sophistry alone.
To imply further that Aristotle elevates rhetoric "perhaps with an eye to Plato's slurs upon rhetoric" is surely less than half right; for Aristotle's rhetoric is little more than a cold scientific elaboration of that "false opposite" of logic to which Plato objected; the stamp of Plato's own sarcasm is on all the book. This looseness in the treatment of Aristotle makes it impossible for the reader to understand the theories of Hermagoras--whose cardinal doctrine of the issue our author ignores-or those of Dionysius, or Cicero, or Quintilian. These facts necessitate a cautious use of a small part of the book. But no such criticism is possible of the swift, graphic, interesting account of mediaeval and modern oratory.
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The Essentials of Arithmetic, Book I., for upper grades. By GOR-DON A. SOUTHWORTH, Leach, Shewell and Sanborn, I895.
THIS, the second part of the author's two-book course, is one of the most noteworthy elementary text-books of recent years. It is one of the very few works that have successfully broken from tradition. It is a rare event when a text-book writer attempts to be modern and does not fly off on a tangent, riding as it were a winged hobby until he is far away from this practical earth. Mr. Southworth is the hundredth man, yea, even the thousandth. doctrine of Book I. That doctrine is that persuasion should be logical. But a large part of Book II. is a concession to the claims of the emotional proofs.
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